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 WILL Comments on MPS’ Plans for Malcolm X 
Taxpayers to spend $10 million on “shell game” 

 

March 4, 2015 – “It’s almost incredulous that at the exact same time that MPS is calling on state 

lawmakers for more funding for their schools, they are spending nearly $10 million dollars on 

construction costs for a building that could have been sold for $1 million dollars to one of the 

higher performing schools in the city,” explains Rick Esenberg, WILL President.   

 

Today, the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel reported that Milwaukee Public Schools (MPS) will 

enter into a $9.8 million construction contract with Nicholas & Associates to renovate Malcolm 

X, a vacant school building that has been empty for eight years.  MPS plans to open Malcolm X 

in the Fall of 2016 as a MPS school with Rufus King IB Middle School to move into Malcolm X.     

 

Yet, MPS has no plans for what to do with the building that King IB Middle currently occupies 

(the McNair building).  It is also unclear why this move is even necessary.  King IB Middle, 

according to MPS records, currently operates at 70% capacity of the McNair building.  King IB 

Middle experienced a 5.7% decline in enrollment from last year.  This leaves one to wonder how 

King IB Middle will ever fill the huge Malcolm X building, which is twice the size of McNair.  

If the move is to occur, King IB Middle, as of now, would only occupy 40% of Malcolm X with 

taxpayers footing the bill to maintain the rest of the empty, underutilized building.  “Perhaps, if 

they build it, students will come,” said Esenberg. “But there is little reason to think so.”  

According to the state’s report card grading system, King IB Middle “needs improvement.”     

 

This is a major concern.  WILL recently released a study that analyzed the existing underutilized 

MPS buildings.  We concluded that the MPS schools operating at less than 60% capacity are 

more likely to be failing schools, have twice as many police calls and a much higher habitual 

student absenteeism rate.  

 

“Despite new leadership at MPS, this is the same old shell game MPS has been playing for years 

with taxpayers and children left to suffer,” says CJ Szafir, WILL Education Policy Director, who 

has written for the Wall Street Journal and Washington Times on the unused school buildings 

problem.   

 

It is worth remembering that this whole issue could have been avoided.  St. Marcus, a private 

school in the Milwaukee choice program, is a high performing school in Milwaukee.  They rank 

as one of the best for educating predominately low-income, African American children.  In 2013 
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St. Marcus offered to pay MPS over $1 million dollars for Malcolm X – in addition to the cost of 

renovations.  MPS rejected it in favor of selling it to a group of developers in a deal that fell 

apart.  MPS agreed to pay the developers $507,562 to end the deal. 
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